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Digital data containing geochemical information on lake sediment samples collected from the Peterlong 
Lake-Radisson Lake area of the southern Abitibi Subprovince are being released in conjunction with 
Open File Report 5942.  This data complements till and lake water geochemical data (MRDs 24, 25, 
respectively ;). 

This cd contains data from the analysis of lake sediment collected as part of a lake water/sediment 
sampling program in the southern Abitibi Subprovince, Ontario in the summer of 1995 (Hamilton 1995).  
The study area encompassed approximately 2100 km2 and included all of the NTS map sheets 42 A/3 
(Peterlong Lake) and 42 A/2 (Radisson Lake). 

Results from the water sampling program have recently been released as MRD 25: LAKE WATER 
GEOCHEMICAL DATABASE; PETERLONG LAKE-RADISSON LAKE, SOUTHERN ABITIBI 
SUBPROVINCE 

The file "PR-SED.WK1" contains analytical data for over 900 sediment samples. Other data listed in 
"PR-SED.WK1" includes field code, easting,northing, secchi depth, lake depth, sediment colour, and 
sediment type(ie. pre, post or mixed ambrosia). 

The files PR-INAQC, PR-IMSQC AND PR-IOSQC contain quality control data from INAA, ICP-MS and 
ICP-OES analytical datasets. 

Included in these are data for the analysis of certified reference standards (LKSD-1 to LKSD-4) and 
duplicates. 

Sediment samples were not collected on all lakes where water samples were collected and samples 
were not collected sequentially. As a result, gaps exist within the lake code sequence. 

Sediment data will be released at a later date when it becomes available. 

For further information including sample collection protocols, please see OFR 5942 "New exploration 
targest in the Peterlong Lake-Radisson Lake Area, Southern Abitibi Subprovince; till, lake sediment and 
Water sampling programs. 
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